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Likening
Sydney’s size
and growth to
Los Angeles’
does not bare
close scrutiny

people per year; LA adds 44 times this number.
Environmentalists should be celebrating Adelaide as the
antithesis of LA: Adelaide is a city that has stilled; its evil
urban sprawl is a fraction of other cities.
Yet even this place is likened to the fearsome urban
bogey of Los Angeles . . . and it’s coming to get you and it
will gobble you up . . . Boo!
But there is an agenda here. Spook the masses into
thinking we are but a hair’s breadth from ‘‘turning into
another LA’’ and they will accept policy responses that
serve a dual purpose. Public monies that in another era
would have been directed to urban infrastructure can now
be directed to far cuddlier options, such as vote buying.
Well, here are the facts. There is no city in the US, let
alone Australia, that compares with the scale of suburban
sprawl that is added to Los Angeles every year.
To insist on drawing comparisons between Australian
cities and LA merely reaffirms either brash colonial
naivety, or the hidden agenda of those who would make
such comparisons.
Of course there is a continuum that links both Adelaide
and Sydney with Los Angeles. But our cities are so far
removed from the LA-end of that continuum that they can
push further for decades, indeed add millions of extra
people, before there is any credible comparison.
Could I also invite both Aucklanders and Adelaidians to
rejoin this planet following their hallucinatory comparison
between their cities and Los Angeles?
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The next fastest-growing US city adding new residents is
Phoenix, which increased by 122,100 people over the year to
July 2004.
In other words, last year LA added more than double the
number of people than did the next highest-ranked
American city in terms of absolute growth.
We Australians also have huge cities. Sydney, with
4.2 million residents, is now powering ahead at the ungodly
speed of, wait for it, 34,000 people or 0.8 per cent per year.
If we add Newcastle and Wollongong to the Sydney
leviathan the current rate of population growth across the
conurbation surges to 40,000 per year.
‘‘It’s only a matter of time before Sydney turns into
another Los Angeles. Repent now and embrace urban
growth boundaries now before it is too late.’’
But this scarey comparison between Sydney and the
Western World’s biggest, meanest and nastiest car-based
city, LA, just doesn’t stack up.
Sydney’s contiguous suburban sprawl extends at best, or
worst, 74km from Manly to Lawson in the Blue Mountains.
LA’s long axis, superimposed over Sydney, would extend
from Manly to just south of Orange.
Sydney’s primary urban footprint, containing 88 per cent
of the metropolitan population, embraced an area of
1687 sqkm in an LA-like density of 2076 people/sqkm at the
2001 Census.The urban footprint of Sydney is one-quarter
that of LA’s; Sydney’s rate of growth is one-sixth LA’s.
Sydney’s longest urban corridor is one-third that of LA’s.
Sydney could add one million residents at its current
density (ie, not requiring the fanatical pursuit of urban
consolidation policies) and still be less than one-third the
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Perhaps it is because of LA’s extraordinary cultural
power that it is so reviled by remote Australian planners,
ever eager to assert their independence from a truly global
metropolis.
After all, the gospel according to St Aussie’s urban
planners is that if we do not repent from our wicked and
profligate suburban sprawl and adopt policies of urban
consolidation, our cities too will most surely be damned like
the fallen and godless city of the angels: ‘‘You wouldn’t
want our cities being defiled by low-density suburbia and
turned into another Los Angeles, would you?’’
Spooked by planners’ invocation of the LA spectre, the
masses clamour for the politically correct response: ‘‘Oh
no Mr Planner, we don’t want our cities turning into
another LA. Please save, protect and anoint us with urban
growth boundaries. And should any non-believing property developers fail to embrace your light then you must
tax them until they too believe.’’
It is time to shed light into the dark and fetid corner of
the type of planning zealotry that predicts disaster, of LosAngelean proportions, for Australian cities practising
unsafe development without the protection of an urban
growth boundary.
Let us measure our largest city, Sydney, and compare its
sprawl with that of LA. Let us see how close to eternal
damnation this sprawling city of sin is sailing.
First, let us measure ‘‘the beast’’.
LA’s urban mass comprises five counties with a combined population of 17.5 million at July 2004, up 260,000 or 1.5
per cent over the previous year.
New York is bigger with 21.9 million and Phoenix is
growing faster with an annual increase of 3.4 per cent.
But where LA truly separates itself from the pack is in

T

syndrome has also spawned a huge amount of debtchasing infrastructure. Whether the company is large or
small, the most critical operative is the financial
controller who gets the bills out, then gets payment in.
Most companies have comprehensive money-chasing
212km
systems: seven-day, 14-day, 30-day letters; phone calls;
repeat phone calls; dummy summonses; threats and
more threats. Some of the systems are conventional and
some are not (such as limb realignment).
74km
Imagine the cost of stationery, postage, human
resources, interest on overdue accounts, union intervention to exact payment, lawyers, debtor agencies and the
write-offs. It would be well into billions of dollars
annually.
The magnitude of the problem is such that it has
become more than endemic; it has become systemic.
Hence theSydney
disquiet harboured by the German engineer.
He thought there was something so wrong that he felt
compelled to close his operations. But it depends whether
you are looking through German or antipodean lenses.
The legal profession is not immune from the tardy or
bad-debt syndrome, but it can protect itself by the
operation of trust accounts. Pay the money into an
account before we can act.
The building industry has not to date been able to do
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consolidation, our cities too will most surely be damned like
the fallen and godless city of the angels: ‘‘You wouldn’t
want our cities being defiled by low-density suburbia and
turned into another Los Angeles, would you?’’
Spooked by planners’ invocation of the LA spectre, the
masses clamour for the politically correct response: ‘‘Oh
no Mr Planner, we don’t want our cities turning into
another LA. Please save, protect and anoint us with urban
growth boundaries. And should any non-believing property developers fail to embrace your light then you must
tax them until they too believe.’’
It is time to shed light into the dark and fetid corner of
the type of planning zealotry that predicts disaster, of LosAngelean proportions, for Australian cities practising
unsafe development without the protection of an urban
growth boundary.
Let us measure our largest city, Sydney, and compare its
sprawl with that of LA. Let us see how close to eternal
damnation this sprawling city of sin is sailing.
First, let us measure ‘‘the beast’’.
LA’s urban mass comprises five counties with a com+ bined population of 17.5 million at July 2004, up 260,000 or 1.5
per cent over the previous year.
New York is bigger with 21.9 million and Phoenix is
growing faster with an annual increase of 3.4 per cent.
But where LA truly separates itself from the pack is in
the scale of its urban form.
It extends 212km along an east-west axis, its primary
urban footprint containing 89 per cent of the metropolitan
population covered 7287 sqkm at a density of exactly 2000
persons a square kilometre at the time of the 2000 Census.
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